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Thought for the week: If anyone is foolish enough to suppose that the prestige of this country and the Empire,
and with them, the welfare of the population, can be restored by an appeal to an anonymous, irresponsible, and
misinstructed ballot-box democracy, I can assure them that, if their opinion should prevail and our destinies be
submitted to decision by that process, the outcome is a mathematical certainty—our final eclipse.
Realistic Constitutionalism by CH Douglas https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Douglas%20CH%20-%20Realistic%20Constitutionalism.pdf

THE DECONSTRUCTION OF AUSTRALIA AND OUR CONSTITUTION By Arnis Luks
The South Australia Parliament, following in the footsteps of the Victorian Parliament, is making moves to
introduce a ‘Voice’ into parliament without referendum, being the establishment of an exclusively occupied
Aboriginal entity to advise Parliament on all matters relating to Aboriginals. Aboriginals are predominantly
immersed throughout all parts of Australian society; therefore, this new entity will advise on all matters.
The record of the communist origins of the political intrigue and manipulation of ‘separate development’ under
many titles was recorded by Geoff McDonald in his three books; Red Over Black, The Evidence and Australia
at Stake. Geoff McDonald, as was Eddie Mabo, was a member of the communist party of Australia and Geoff
exposed the purpose and intent behind the Aboriginal grievance industry within land rights, voice, treaty, truth,
stolen generation, and sovereignty - a separate nation-state; with the breakup of Australia being the end objective.
The permeation of this communistic intrigue on the ground has occurred predominantly through the mainstream
media and academia in our minds, and been actively supported by elites within our courts, successive governments,
bureaucracy, and at times teams of lawyers - in other words Sovietisation has occurred by stealth.
Bypassing The Federal Constitution
The current methodology of bypassing our Constitution by going through all the states' parliaments, was utilised
by Malcolm Turnbull (as then Minister for the Environment and Water), to bring about the dissolution of the state's
obligation to manage their own waterways now under the Water Act 2007 - Murray Darling Basin Agreement.
The Australian Constitution - Section 100 states clearly where that responsibility lies...
The Commonwealth shall not, by any law or regulation of trade or commerce, abridge the right of a State or
of the residents therein to the reasonable use of the waters of rivers for conservation or irrigation.
Each of the States were successively compelled to relinquish obligation to-manage-their-own-waterways and
in the end all capitulated by handing it over to the Commonwealth. This approach, I believe, is behind the current
States’ voice, treaty, truth, and eventually sovereignty of a separate Aboriginal nation within Australia’s borders.
The long road of fragmentation and dissolution of Australia and our Constitution. We may never face a referendum.
Origins of Ideas
The then, Labor Federal Attorney-General HV Evatt, being a former High Court Judge, attempted to utilise this
procedure to circumvent the ‘referenda requirements’ in order to permanently alter our Federal Constitution.
HV Evatt was aligned with Soviet spy Alger Hiss, in establishing the United Nations as the vehicle to bring about
the one world communist state. Labor has openly advocated the alignment and endorsement of the Socialist
International within its statements of belief, while Liberal/National discreetly pursued the same policies originating
from this bastion of world socialist policy – "denying with their mouths what they were doing with their hands".
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In 1942 an… attempt was made, under the excuse of wartime emergency to persuade the States to transfer 14
powers to Canberra. Every State agreed, with the exception of the Upper House in the smallest State, Tasmania.
The leader of the Upper House, one-time Test cricket captain Joe Darling, bluntly told Federal Attorney-General

Dr H.V. Evatt to go back to Canberra and hold a
constitutional referendum, as was his duty.
Tasmania, and Joe Darling, were attacked for hindering
the war effort, but stood firm. Frustrated, Dr Evatt
was finally forced to hold the famous ‘14-powersreferendum’ in 1944. There was a massive vote ‘No’ in
every State, with the biggest vote against in Tasmania!
It is always under threat of crisis or emergency that the
Commonwealth seeks to by-pass the Constitution.
The Truth of Our Constitution
The preamble to Australia's federal constitution begins
with ‘We the people’… The Constitution belongs to the
people as the agreement on ‘how we shall be governed’,
not the politicians, nor the bureaucrats, nor the high
court judges with their radical interpretations. What is
deliberately withheld from all our learning institutions is
the valid study of civics. Any real education being left to
organisations such as the Australian Monarchist League,
Institute for Public Affairs and Conservative publications.
I was fortunate to have recorded five lectures by
Dr David Mitchell, an international and constitutional
lawyer (then residing in Tasmania) as to the validity
and purpose of the supreme law of our land being our
Federal ‘Constitution’. The Australian people voted to
accept this document as our Constitution after 10 years
of consultation and the holding of conventions around
Australia, the final convention partly-comprising of
popularly-elected-representatives of the people. Ours
is the only Constitution in the world whereby it has
come about without violence and with agreement of
the peoples involved. The Constitution has been under
constant attack since federation, but none more so than
since the 1983 Franklin Dam High Court decision, which
identified 'external affairs' to mean any treaty signed
with any entity could over ride our Limiting Constitution
of how we shall be governed. The introduction of this
‘voice’ is another trojan horse to undo this agreement
between ALL the peoples of Australia.
Welfare is not the Objective
The call for a voice originates within the elite for

political purposes other than the wellbeing of Aboriginals
who attempt to uphold their traditional culture. They,
the elites, make no effort to lift those left behind into
a better life, but rather use them as fodder to further a
revolutionary agenda of greater societal disintegration.
Keith Windshuttle has re-presented the record of the
gradual abandonment of Aboriginal high culture since
the arrival of the first fleet 1788. The Aboriginal peoples
are no longer hunter gatherers, around 80% who may
self-identify as aboriginal, having already adapted and
partly or fully integrated within normal society. Those
remaining women and children unwilling or unable
to integrate, can be subject to increased violence of a
magnitude 60 – 80 times that which occurs throughout
Australia. Yet, the feminist-women’s-movements remain
mute of this carnage; being revolutionary and indifferent
to their plight, pursuing a political agenda rather than the
well-being of these individuals adversely affected.
''The way you see people is the way you treat them, and
the way you treat them is what they become.''
JOHANN WOLFGANG VON GOETHE
The issue of endemic violence and substance addiction
is left to outstanding local individuals to face down the
truth; to build a better future that calls on each tribe/
community/encampment to resolutely accept that these
issues must be managed locally. Holding a seat in the
UN or Davos will mean nothing to those left suffering
their fate. As we all must, the road back to civilisationalregeneration begins with the first step, amongst family
and friends and builds into the larger community. It does
not come from the top down. The kingdom is within.
The Voice and the end of Traditional Aboriginal Culture
https://quadrant.org.au/opinion/aborigines/2022/06/
the-voice-and-the-end-of-traditional-aboriginal-culture/
The Yes and No Cases for Constitutional Change
https://quadrant.org.au/opinion/aborigines/2022/06/
the-yes-and-no-cases-for-constitutional-change/
Bogus Identity and Constitutional Change
https://quadrant.org.au/opinion/aborigines/2022/06/
bogus-identity-and-constitutional-change/

THE ROAD AHEAD By Arnis Luks
Having watched the latest 'UK column', I was
reminded of the structured and organised mindmanipulation-wing (as propaganda) of that bastion of the
Socialist International - the United Nations Organisation.
Legions of expert behavioural-psychologists are
employed to massage public opinion into areas the
individual would never thought of going had they not
been 'nudged'. While the document 'MindSpace' is
from a UK governmental department; the same can
be identified within every western government. We
have previously recorded of our Federal and State
governments spending multi-billions of taxpayer funds
on this approach to control the citizenry. All social and
mainstream media are part of this manipulating campaign
ON TARGET

having developed into a political art-form for tyrants.
'MindSpace' is one of several papers we carry on our
website to illustrate that mind manipulation by all
mainstream and social media is endemic and wholesale.
Every article that surfaces carries a purpose rather
than facts. The dialectical arguments across competing
platforms both work together to control the narrative and
suitable counter-narrative. Internet searches are graded
according to current suitability, rather than criteria. You
cannot step away the kerb without politically correct
infusions of mind numbing propaganda for manipulation.
MINDSPACE :
Influencing Behaviour Through Public Policy
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/MindSpace.pdf
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Calibre of Ideas
The roots of manipulating people's minds goes back
into antiquity. The theory of mind manipulation can
be for the benefit - to educate, or the detriment - to
manipulate to control. Modern theory found favour
within the Carnegie Institute and Edward Bernays in
particular. Clever marketing can increase sales, however,
modern expressions have found more sinister purposes of
compulsion, now through government 'mandates'.
The Tavistock Institute, a collaborative effort of British
military intelligence and the psychiatric establishment,
was created in 1921 on the orders of members of the
Royal Institute of International Affairs (Chatham House).
Monopoly and media are concentric (having a
common centre), whether it be industrial, religious, or
political. All rely on some propaganda as a means of
coercion and control without physical force. Bernays
was particularly adept in the discipline of advertising and
marketing to cause increased sales, or, public acceptance
of specially-taylored-narratives. While Edward Bernays'
and more recently Saul Alinsky's works are there for
further research, Beverly K Eakman does provide some
counter with several titles here :
https://www.thriftbooks.com/a/bk-eakman/274935/
While these may only be names to most, however, a
modern day Titan has surfaced. Ian McGilchrist, while
his qualifications are significant and multidisciplinary,
it is within his two exemplary works "The Master and
His Emissary" and "The Matter with Things", he has
uncovered the 'process of thinking' between the two
brain-hemispheres. In my view, it is within this area of
the 'brain hemispheres' which can re-orientate thinking
towards the embodied-world of how things actually work
that McGilchrist has identified; that the current impetus
of mind manipulation is orientated only towards the left
hemisphere of abstraction, numbers and measurement.
This causes a separation from the embodied-world (how
it actually is) located more so in the right hemisphere.
There is no short and quick way to comprehend
McGilchrist's Trilogy of some 2000 pages of which I
have not even unpacked one paragraph. Just as there is
no short and quick answer to tyranny. It is within these
works of the mind that the remnants of our civilisation
may find their way back from these most sinister
techniques of mind manipulation. But find our way back
we must. The prospect of total tyranny is unthinkable.
On the ground, our economy is in free-fall with house
prices plummeting and inflation soaring. Energy prices
have nearly doubled this past 12 month. Corruption
within the political realm is wholesale. Dan Andrews will
not allow the anti-corruption report on branch stacking
and electoral anomalies to surface prior to the next Vic.
state election. It is being deliberately held up through
the courts until electoral victory is assured. Carefully
scripted narratives by behavioural psychologists are fed
into the political realm to stifle legitimate public interest.
ON TARGET

C.H. Douglas "The Big Idea" 1942
"Every prohibition of individual initiative is a victory
for the enemy to exactly the extent that is effective…
Not only does it, in itself, represent one more step
towards the Slave World, but, except under certain
conditions, it sets up a habit of apathetic acquiescence
which is exactly what is desired… The first strategy
has many times been emphasized - it is to insist
that Members of Parliament are representatives not
delegates… But the same principle can be carried
into every official quarter. Once (you) get the mental
attitude well established in oneself that institutions
exist only legitimately to serve individuals…
It is (also) necessary to face up to the fact of
institutionalised Judaeo-Christianity… which is simply
Liberal Judaism. At the present time, ecclesiastics…
are making every effort in their power to identify the
Kingdom of God upon Earth with Jewish Socialism
(which is State Capitalism with monopoly control by
Finance)… derived from assuming as axiomatic, the
tenets of a philosophy systematically inculcated from
birth. Against this hypnotic obsession, argument is
useless - dehypnotisation is essential."
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Douglas%20CH%20-%20The%20Big%20Idea.pdf

Could Voter Fraud Swing Australian Elections?
I found an article of this title by Kurt Mahlburg here:
https://goodsauce.news/
could-voter-fraud-swing-australian-elections/

While Kurt Mahlburg has argued of endemic fraud within
our electoral processes, the solutions offered by him
don't satisfy my understanding of electronic countingfraud which is also prevalent. Dominion voting systems
are under significant scrutiny in USA by the freedom
movement, and Sydney Powell in particular. Flipping of
votes is discussed even amongst polite society.
MP Ms Fiona Simpson (LNP Maroochydore Qld)
reported to Peta Credlin Sky News in December 2020 on
significant security issues with the use of Chinese based
coders for the Electoral Commission of Queensland’s
voting software. These wholesale and obvious anomalies
convince me that: any referendum held in Australia will
be subject to the same challengers to controlling political
power over Australia. Vested interests will do whatever is
necessary to secure their result, including leveraging our
officials. John Perkins recorded these very facts in his
important work 'Confessions of an Economic Hit Man':
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Perkins%20J%20The_Confessions.pdf

Our own Amy McGrath has documented across
several book-titles and made 17 submissions to various
parliamentary inquiries of election irregularities, most of
which were ignored. The electoral roll padding, voter ID
to register, confirmed address, Voter ID to cast a vote, are
all glaring anomalies for corruption that those in power
will not amend due to vested-interests controlling the
narrative. The media could easily deal with these issues
over a couple of editorials, which they will never do as
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they are immersed and integrated within those vestedinterests. The political class are more interested with
holding onto power rather than benefiting us all.
Gold-Fever has morphed into Power-Fever
From pre-selection to branch stacking, to irregularities
within every other step of the election process there is
little left to corrupt except the electoral commission
itself. Investigations by electoral officers are stifled
through lack of funds. Australian Federal Police are
reluctant to engage with little prospect for successful
prosecutions due to time (12 months from the election
result) and resource constraints. Within Amy's record,
she implicates the greater union-movement as having
trained the communists how to gerry the system for their
advantage. How does it really look on the ground - a
corrupt, filthy mess of pottage. As Aboriginals find that
the 'facts on the ground' are abhorrent even after many
political gains, so the electors find the same abhorrent
'facts on the ground' to achieve a valid election result.
The corruption is endemic and wholesale through every
step of the electoral process, with no political desire to
'fix the fix' that has been deliberately put in place.
The Tancangco Report : The anatomy of electoral
fraud was the result of 7 years of research by many
individuals under Luzviminda G. Tancangco. It alleged
‘wholesale’ fraud to subvert Filipino elections at every
stage of the electoral process. Amy McGrath has done
similar within her several works under the banner of HS
Chapman Society, even though supported by politicians.
The formidable task of regaining control of our

LETTERS

Jim Wilson ("Letters to The Australian", 4-5/6)
has a more convincing case (against the proposed
constitutionally enshrined Voice for our indigenous
people) than Chris Kenny ("Indigenous voice a fair go").
Yes, the Voice is the creation of political activists and is
impractical, divisive and unnecessary. There is a more
profound issue, however.
The Australian people are in danger of being fooled
into accepting a denatured model of indigenous society,
so that alleged "indigenous interests" can be used
in order to create a more egalitarian, Marxist-style
Australia. The Aboriginal flag symbolises this inadequate
understanding and the confidence trick involved.
There is a different and truer account of our
indigenous people and the spiritual gift of understanding
which they can provide. A. P. Elkin pointed to this in
his famous 1945 book Aboriginal Men of High Degree.
More recently Graham Hancock has discussed it in
his 2005 book Supernatural: Meeting with the Ancient
Teachers of Mankind. Such spirituality transcends
political chicanery and can help bring about a badly
needed restoration of sacred awareness in our nation. It
needs no artificial and unjust Voice.
Nigel Jackson, Belgrave, Vic
ON TARGET

political processes begins with the individual in
community, slowly building a base from which a valid
representative may be sought out and placed into 'our'
parliament to voice 'our will'. Freedom is too important
to leave it up to politicians to pursue on our behalf.
They probably are under enormous leverage to toe the
line. The results on the ground, as with the Aboriginals,
elections and mind manipulation, our legitimate freedoms
have been found wanting. Another mechanism must be
sought to uphold our ancient rights and freedoms within
the existing framework of our Limited Constitutional
Monarchy through genuine Representative Parliamentary
Democracy for ALL AUSTRALIANS.
The voice to parliament will not achieve this.

ACTION TARGET

Part of the Uluru Statement concerns the establishment
of a Voice in Parliament for Aborigines. The main
emphasis at the moment is toward the Federal Parliament
but a parallel programme is already applying to State
Parliaments. Whichever is the case, it is a threat to our
system of government.
We are fortunate to have the Westminster system
of government which provides every single person the
chance to raise any issue with our elected representative
(our MP). It is his/her responsibility to pursue the matter
provided it is a reasonable request.
The process may involve other MP’s in debate but it
should receive attention. The end result is not guaranteed
but that can never be expected.
To create a Voice for any group, whether they be
Aborigines or any other group to have authority over
traditional Parliament would not only be a bias but would
contravene the whole process of our Westminster style of
government. If a Voice is established, many more groups
will seek their Voice delivering total chaos.
The above message is incorporated in the enclosed
flier which needs to be copied for distribution in the
neighbourhood, markets and rallies etc. It should also be
sent to your MP and newspapers before further progress
is made. The facts need to be made with clear points that
your opinion is not against aborigines but is a matter of
principle. The Voice would deliver actual division from
an homogenous island-nation-continent.
Subscription to On Target $45.00 p.a.
NewTimes Survey $30.00 p.a.
Donations can be performed by direct bank transfer:
A/c Title
Australian League of Rights (SA Branch)
BSB 		
105-044
A/c No.		
188-040-840
or cheques to: ‘Australian League of Rights (SA Branch)’
Postal Address: PO Box 27, Happy Valley, SA 5159.
Telephone: 08 8322 8923 eMail: heritagebooks@alor.org
Online Bookstore : https://veritasbooks.com.au/
Our main website of the Douglas Social Credit and
Freedom Movement “Archives” :: https://alor.org/
On Target is printed and authorised by A. J. Luks
13 Carsten Court, Happy Valley, SA.
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